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Abstract
FinFET is a promising substitute to conventional MOSFET which has reached
its limits as it has higher leakage for too little performance enhancement. It is
being recommended as the basis for future IC technologies because of its
power/performance benefits, scalability, better control over short channel
effects etc. But the complexity of structures affect the performance of the
device. The reduction of thickness of gate dielectric below 2nm, which is close
to physical limit has led to a huge increase in gate leakage current due to
tunneling effect. On further scaling, the leakage current through SiO2 which is
currently used as dielectric is intolerable due to high power consumption and
low breakdown voltage. In this paper, the working of double gate bulk FinFET
is simulated using HfO2 and ZnO as dielectric materials using TCAD tool.
Besides this, capacitance extraction has also being done for the two different
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structures. Better device engineering will surely be a solution for high speed
devices.
Keywords: FinFET, High-k Dielectric, TCAD, Capacitance extraction.
INTRODUCTION
Conventional MOSFETs have in born problems of large leakage currents from gate to
channel and unpredictable transistor characteristics. To tailor these problems, FinFET
transistor technology has been developed which cast a major impact on the
semiconductor industry. Multi gate transistors evolved as a result of the idea of scaling
[1].FinFETs are multigate MOSFETs. In these devices the gate is wrapped around a
thin, undoped silicon called fin. This peculiar structure gives better control of gate over
the channel, which makes it so special. Scaling of MOS transistors has managed to
overcome the major short channel effects. Due to the channel length reduction, the cutoff frequencies of the MOSFETs have grown enormously in such a way that deep
submicron devices start to present values higher than 400 GHz [2].Almost all the big
leaders in the semiconductor industry are converging and putting lot of efforts on this
hopeful and disruptive technology. The next generation products will surely be the
beneficiaries of this new innovation. Although the new technology has emerged as a
viable contender for technology scaling down the same faces few challenges from
design to manufacture. Besides these hurdles the parasitic extraction is also different
from the planar CMOS devices. The non-planar nature of multigate devices, along with
rapidly shrinking front-end-of line (FEOL) and back-end-of-line (BEOL) features, has
compounded the problem of parasitic extraction in future technology nodes [3].Thus
FinFET processes should be made as transparent and smooth as possible. To achieve
this, Semiconductor industries need to work behind the scenes to ensure that the tools
could well understand and model the complexities involved [3].However researchers
are trying hard to decimate the challenges. To attain the different benefits of FinFET, it
is usually fabricated in two different types namely Dual-gate FinFET and tri-gate
FinFET. The double gate FinFET has emerged as the promising technology for scaling
the CMOSFETs to deca-nanometer range [4].It also reduces the drain induced barrier
lowering and improves threshold [5].
Scaling permits the placement of more and more number of transistors in a single chip.
In the past few decades dielectric thickness scaling to reduce corner effects has led to
the sharp increase in leakage current due to tunneling effect. When SiO2 is used as a
dielectric material, due to further scaling, leakage current will increase which in turn
increases the power consumption. Hence there arises a need to use high k dielectric
material instead of SiO2.Replacing SiO2 with a dielectric material having high dielectric
constant will definitely improve the oxide capacitance. As a result leakage current will
be reduced which will give a better stability and low power consumption. So high k
materials for gate oxide, increases the Ion/Ioff ratio of the device which is very essential
for low power operation[6].Studies have already conducted on FinFET with high k
materials as dielectrics.
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In this study we examine the effect of two different dielectric materials zinc oxide and
hafnium oxide on the performance improvement of the device. One important design
aspect of FinFET is the fin thickness, which needs to be smaller than or equal to the
gate length. But their scaling does not depend on oxide thickness, which is a big
advantage. Power consumption is a serious concern of the industry. The FinFET can
also operate at a lower operating voltage for a specific leakage current which makes it
an inevitable candidate for myriad of applications. At 1V, the FinFET is 18% faster
than the equivalent planar device, surprisingly at 0.7V it shows a quantum leap to 37%.
High-k dielectric materials exhibit excellent characteristics like high permittivity, high
barrier height, compatibility with different gate materials, reduction in leakage current
and better stability over silicon material. These properties make high-k materials
suitable candidates to replace SiO2.This paper focuses on the study of high-k dielectric
material like HfO2 and another cheaply and widely available wide band gap metal
oxide, ZnO. ZnO crystal could possess a dielectric behaviour when its energy barrier is
large and its diffusion coefficient is low [7].Mariem Chaari et al [8] studied the variation
of dielectric constant of this oxide with sintering temperature. The results showed an
enhancement in the values of the dielectric constant with increase in sintering
temperature and also displayed appreciable values of dielectric constant for the
measured range of temperature which makes ZnO a suitable candidate to replace SiO2.
Among the three parasitic parameters, capacitance has become the focus of researchers
because of its great influence on time delay, power consumption etc. This paper also
focuses on the parasitic capacitance extraction of bulk FinFET using high-k dielectric
materials, constructed in different deep submicron (DSM) technology nodes. A
comparative study is also being carried out with two different materials. The paper is
organized as follows. In section II, methodology is narrated. Consolidated observations
from the obtained results are discussed in section III. Finally the paper is concluded in
section IV.
METHODOLOGY
Bulk FinFET dual gate structures were simulated using 3D simulator Cogenda TCAD
[9, 10].TCAD is a software tool that models semiconductor fabrications and also device
operations [11].Analysis on bulk has been done with key geometries listed in Table I
and 2.The gate length has been chosen to be 22nm.All the analysis have been done with
the same gate length. All the electrodes have been taken to be made of aluminium.
Nitride spacers were used which can improve the on state current improving the
switching ratio. Silicon has been used as the substrate and polysilicon as gate material.
The structure obtained is as shown in Figure 1.The structure is generated by writing
process code in TCAD. After writing the process code, Bulk FinFET structures with
high k dielectric materials are studied using different materials such as HfO2 and ZnO
for an n-channel device.
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Table I: Device parameters for Bulk FinFET using ZnO as dielectric material.
Parameters

Dimensions

Gate Length , LG

22nm

Effective oxide thickness, tox

5.89nm

Height of gate ,HGATE

40nm

Channel doping concentration, NCH

1015(cm-3)

Source and drain doping concentration ,NSD

1015(cm-3)

Table II: Device parameters for Bulk FinFET using HfO2 as dielectric material.
Parameter

Dimensions

Gate Length ,LG

22nm

Effective oxide thickness, tox

6.7nm

Height of gate HGATE

40nm

Channel doping concentration, NCH

1015(cm-3)

Source and drain doping concentration,NSD

1015(cm-3)

Parasitic capacitance extraction is also being done in bulk FinFET with the same
geometries listed above. Parasitic capacitance extraction studies in 3D process
simulations to generate bulk and SOI structures at 22nm/14nm/10nm node has been
reported [12]. After capacitance extraction capacitance for bulk FinFET using the two
different dielectric materials are being compared.

Figure 1: 3D TCAD model of Bulk FinFET using ZnO as dielectric spacer for 22nm
gate length (Structure 1).
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It is also very important to know about the concentration of electrons and holes in the
material for the analysis of conductivity of the material. Figure 2 and 4 shows the 3D
computational mesh showing the electron and hole concentration for the two different
structures.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2: 3D computational mesh of structure 1 (a) electrons concentration (b) hole
concentration
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Figure 3: 3D TCAD model of Bulk FinFET using HfO2 as dielectric for 22nm gate
length (Structure 2)
To get much clear cut idea for the conductivity and other device characteristics
concentration of the carriers plays a vital role. This is depicted in figure 4.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 4: 3D computational mesh of structure 2 (a) electrons concentration (b) hole
concentration
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section deals with the simulation results obtained. Device simulations have been
performed at room temperature. Simulation has been done and transfer characteristics
of dual gate bulk FinFET has been plotted. Supply voltage was chosen to be 0.8V.The
capacitance extraction was also done in bulk FinFET with two different dielectric
materials. Each process parameter was perturbed around the nominal value, leading to
different ranges for different devices, depending on the technology node. The results
obtained is given in table III and IV.

Figure 5: ID vs. VGS curve for ZnO as dielectric material.
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Figure 6: ID vs. VGS curve for HfO2 as dielectric material.
Table III: Bulk FinFET using ZnO as dielectric material (Capacitance extraction).
Vgs(V)

ID(µA)

Cg(aF)

0.4

0.06

12.1

0.5

0.08

12.2

0.6

0.12

12.6

0.7

0.135

12.7

0.8

0.17

13.0

Table III gives the drain current values with variation in gate to source voltage and also
the capacitance extraction values for the structure with ZnO as the dielectric material.
Simulations are done after writing the process code and simulation mode has changed
to ac mode for capacitance extraction. Similar steps are done for the structure using
HfO2 as the dielectric material which are shown in Table IV. The results shows that for
a given value of gate voltage the maximum value of drain current obtained was that for
Hfo2 than the structure with ZnO as dielectric. This is because of the higher value of
dielectric constant for HfO2.The variation of gate to source voltage with gate
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capacitance is shown in figure 7.Higher values of capacitance have been obtained for
the structure with HfO2 as dielectric. Table V summarises the extracted capacitance
values for the two structures.
Table IV: Bulk FinFET using HfO2 as dielectric material Capacitance extraction.
Vgs(V)

ID(µA)

Cg(aF)

0.4

2.39

14.2

0.5

2.47

14.5

0.6

2.52

14.6

0.7

2.55

14.7

0.8

2.58

15.0

Figure 7: C GATE (aF) vs Vgs (V).
Table V: Extracted capacitance values for the two structures.
Dielectric Used

Capacitance(aF)

ZnO

13

HfO2

15
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(a)

(b)
Figure 8: Potential variation (a) for structure 1(b) for structure 2.
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CONCLUSIONS
A 22nm dual gate bulk FinFET has been modelled and simulated using TCAD software.
In order to overcome the limitations of SiO2 high dielectric constant material has been
incorporated in to the structure. A comparative study with two different dielectrics
HfO2 and ZnO has been carried out. Thereafter capacitance extraction has also done in
order to analyse the performance of these two dielectric materials. The simulation
results show that double gate bulk FinFET using HfO2 as dielectric material gives better
performance both in drain current and capacitance values compared to ZnO.
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